Ukraine’s status as an independent, democratic, and righteous society within Europe is dependent on several significant factors. One such factor is the matter of higher education, which has a tremendous impact on the expansion of intellectual and productive resources of the Ukraine society as well as on the spiritual growth and development of the Ukrainian people. Improving the higher education system would support the success of Ukraine’s European integration. In the early 1980s, a French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu, and a British researcher John Coleman while investigating the role of education, concluded that the process of knowledge acquisition and the education system in itself is what defines the social capital, which in effect determines the development of a society¹. This thesis is vital for present day Ukraine.

Integration of the Ukraine education system with the European higher education system is crucial for Ukraine, because it creates human resources on which Ukraine’s social status and global competency relies on. Improving the quality of higher education (the purpose of the Bologna Process) provides such benefits as developing evolving professionals’ communication skills, ability to make independent decisions, critical thinking, establishing informational and social behavior patterns. This thesis should include Zygmunt Bauman’s statement that the mission of education is preparing the young for life in the world of unpredictability, ambiguity, wide variety of opinions and the lack of credible and trustworthy mentors. This mission involves developing patience and acceptance of differences, strengthening critical thinking skills, the ability to question self and to be responsible for one’s decisions and their consequences, learning to see beyond the visible boundaries and to resist the temptation of abandoning freedom which may contain painful uncertainty, together with novel and undiscovered pleasures².

Actualization of research efforts of the adaptation problem of Bologna Process in Ukraine is reasonable and well timed.

Research of the phenomenon of building a united European state within the higher education, its dynamics and its obstacles is present in the findings of Ukrainian researchers Zgurovskij M., Dovzhenko O., Kremen V., Vorotilova O., Sikorskij P.3

Due to the integration of global effects on all aspects of social life, described by Bauman and Giddens, the sociological analysis of higher education field becomes acutely urgent on a global scale at the end of the XX Century4.

“Display” of the Bologna Process in Ukraine: General Tasks

In scientific literature the Bologna Process is commonly defined as a movement for unification of educational systems in European countries5. In order to achieve this goal, the Bologna Process must face several existing tasks. Ukrainian social and economic situation corrects some of these tasks.

---


Task number one: *Create unified space of higher education in order to provide mobility in employment for citizens of different European countries.*

For the Ukrainian State, involvement in the creation of a unified space of higher education is quite a difficult process.

One of the main reasons for that is the slower rate of Ukraine’s economy growth in comparison to other European countries. This places Ukraine at a disadvantage in the ability to create favorable conditions for the process of education.

- Lack of IT infrastructure, shared Databases (DB) and even lack of IT equipment in classrooms.

- Limited Internet access in universities, and sparse connection to scientific DB.

- Lack of financial support for establishing mobility in educational sphere.

Task number two. *Achieve compatibility of higher education systems.*

Strategically, this task seems achievable, but its success depends on the economic abilities of the Ukrainian State. In order to enter the European unified educational space, Ukraine would require substantial financial resources to improve the quality of higher education: unification of standards and procedures, significant increases in the usage of informational technologies (IT) in learning process, access to online libraries and databases with recent scientific data, reasonable working and studying conditions/environment, etc.

Besides economic reasons there are sociological ones. It is quite clear that most of professors/lecturers in Ukrainian universities belong to elder generation with “post-soviet” patterns of educational approach. It is nearly impossible to elevate such professors to new European standards of education. Universities’ low wages make it extremely difficult to recruit the younger generation into the field of education. Majority of young intellectuals choose alternate fields with better financial incentives. The transition of the Ukrainian education system from the traditional “Monologue” method to “Interactive/Dialogue” is both an acute necessity and a struggle.

The present day educator has become a powerful representation of the mind. He/she is the transmitter of knowledge, entitled to regulate and assess the absorption of presented material. He or she is now the sole judge of what is true. And it’s quite logical that this educator is perceived as authority. In any case of dialog it tends to have hierarchical order: from below to upwards or from upwards to below.

Task number three. *Increase quality of education in participating countries.*
We should abandon the old definition of “teaching”. In turn, doing so demands for new protocols of pedagoge work which give students space for creation and development their own opinion⁶.

In case of intense exchange of methods and protocols for educational process in participated countries education will be highly valued and well balanced. But it is important to keep well-established traditions of every established university. These traditions made universities well known and leading teaching organizations for centuries.

Task number four. Development mobility for students and professors/assistants in the area of international education. With rare exceptions Ukrainian State finances this streamline. As a rule, academic mobility is shown by students and lecturers which have an understanding of European mobility standards and have starting financial abilities.

It is quite clear that the proportion of such students/lecturers is low in Ukrainian education. Just to mention that the mobility in education area which attracted so much Ukrainian students still tends to be a dream for majority of them.

Task number five. Development social partnership between higher education organizations and employers, citizens, different social institutes. Their involvement into creating guidelines and strategic directions of development for higher education system. Successful realization of this task is in big correlation with establishing democratic institutes in Ukraine. Experience of social partnership is just getting to be a valued in Ukrainian society. Partnership with employers has its own issues - Ukrainian employers are rather conservative and do not accept idea of differentiation bachelor - master degree. They still consider master degree is the only completed and valued degree. That’s why there is a discrimination of bachelor degrees in employment process.

Features of Ukrainian Educational Problems “Field”

In order to implement the Bologna Process into Ukrainian higher education system, certain conditions of Ukrainian academic space must be considered.

One of the issues is the motivational factor of acquiring higher education. On one hand, it is apparent that acquiring a specialized graduate or postgraduate education in a

---

certain college or university does not guarantee landing a desired position in the working field. At this time, there is a limited demand for trained specialists.

On the other hand, there is inertia and expectation of proceeding education beyond grade school and most students enroll into university upon graduation from high school. It leads us to a surplus of specialists graduating and saturating the already competitive work field. Oftentimes, a university graduate will end up accepting a position that does not require a degree or training.

Another issue is the lack of reliable authority figures among educators. Students may not perceive their college professors as transmitters of knowledge or find them a successful individual based on Ukraine’s notoriously low wages paid to university personnel. Unsurprisingly, students do not desire to follow their professors’ footprints and may doubt their teaching capabilities.

Finally, today there are more graduate schools in Ukraine than in England, and ten times more than in Poland. Such a vast amount of colleges and universities is incapable of providing quality education, due to a lack of qualified educators.

It seems that this system, along with the lack of mandate for undergraduate students to attend lectures, would motivate professors to put efforts into making their courses more engaging, as opposed to simply reading from course books, even ones had published themselves.

Nevertheless, it is common to see a nearly empty lecture hall, with an unacceptably low amount of student attendees. Professors’ pleas and retaliation by lowering examination grades have little impact on increasing student attendance and their only option is the attempt to make lectures more interesting. This is an unusual strategy for the students, who are accustomed to the old school system in which universities bear the responsibility of their education.

The Bologna Process in Ukraine: Reflection of the Students

For the purpose of analyzing Ukrainian adaptation process into the Bologna Process standards, the well-known sociological "Democratic Initiatives Foundation" conducted a nationwide sociologic study involving Ukrainian students and their take on the situation. The participants were third year undergraduates through graduate students, resulting in a total of over 1001 students in 51 universities of 20 cities all over Ukraine.

---

Research showed that a relatively large population of students is familiar with the Bologna Process. 43% of students are quite knowledgeable of its principles, 50% have a basic knowledge and only 7% admitted to have only just heard of the system. It may be assumed that the Bologna Process is not expected by most students as Ukraine’s primary path of integrating into European higher education space because, only 32% of responders are aware of the possibility of acquiring a European addendum diploma along with their Ukrainian higher education diploma.

Students are also not commonly aware of the mobility factors that the Bologna Process offers. Most named factor is the probability of being accepted into master degrees in other domestic or foreign universities, it was named by 28% of students. And only 20% of bachelor students are aware about possibility to be mobile in choice of university. By student’s opinion, transfer to Bologna Process hasn’t change situation with students exchange programs. Only 2% participated in such exchange programs inside Ukraine and 5% with universities abroad.

Financial factor was named as the biggest obstacle for education abroad - lack of funds for travel and accommodation expenses - 75%. Another big issue is insufficient knowledge of foreign languages. This reason was named by 42% of students. Among the rest issues are difficulties with getting visas and self-ignorance about possibilities of Bologna Process - every fifth student named them.

Some Bologna Process requirements are very slow getting implemented in real education process. Big number - 37% of students noted complete absence of possibility of selection particular classes.

Here are excerpts from an interview of Ukrainian student, who participated in Erasmus program in Humboldt University of Berlin:

- For us European education system is like from another world;

- There is a big difference between Bologna Process in European university and so-called “Bologna Process” in Ukraine. So at the beginning of education in Berlin we were unaware how to choose classes, what score we should archive, how score system works, and etc.;

- Overall after my experience studying in Humboldt Universityof Berlin I have perception of European education system, which may be expressed with one word - Freedom. Freedom in self-expression, freedom in communication, freedom of choice;

- Informal communication between teachers and students was quite usual, as in Humboldt Universityof Berlin they first of all are colleagues, they are equal, and educational process is a process of knowledge exchange;
- Biggest difference between German students and Ukrainian ones is level of interest in ongoing learning process. Germans attend seminars, lectures, read endless scientific prints, not because they have to, or need obtain good score to collect scholarship, but because they really like it.

Conclusion:

There is symmetry between integration of Ukrainian educational system into Bologna Process and European integration of Ukraine State. By this fact educational reform in Ukraine state is actual and important for Ukrainian society.

In some way we can say that shifting to European educational standards was the first step to integration of Ukraine in Europe.

“Ukrainian pathway” into Bologna Process has a lot of problems, and as a result is not so successful, as many were expected. Most common issues are:

- Prolonged economic crisis in Ukraine subtracts resources from educational transformations;
- Low levels of compensations among professors and lecturers in Ukrainian universities, and as a result low social status among them;
- Conflict of educational reform with perception of social justice among students: all of them want to obtain master degree, not accepting bachelor-master differentiation; most of them wish to use their right for academic mobility, but don’t have enough funds for it;
- Ukrainian employers discriminate graduates in job market by accepting only master degree as full education accomplishment;
- Newcomers in young generation of professors and lecturers are not proactive due low economic and social status of academic employees;
- State is unable to fund academic mobility of professors and lecturers;
- Bologna Process implementation in Ukraine is quite low, as there are still problems with IT for educational process.

Ukrainian society expresses big desire to join a community of civilized European states and this means future success of Bologna Process in Ukraine.
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